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In this paper we introduce LingoTowns, a new gwap platform targeting language learners. LingoTowns provides a unified experience
integrating games for multiple aspects of lexical and grammatical experience in a single virtual world, whilst simultaneously collecting
judgements. Both LingoTowns and its constituent games are designed to provide more engagement to the players/ learners than normal
gwaps. The platform also incorporates knowledge tracing methods ensuring that the players’ progress in terms of understanding of
grammatical concepts is tracked both at the individual game level and overall.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Games with a Purpose (gwaps) [16, 27] for different types of data labelling have been under development for over
twenty years, but while gwaps in some domains have fulfilled their promise of leveraging the web population to
label vast amounts of data at low cost (one obvious example of successful gwap being FoldIt [9]), others have proved
more challenging. nlp, in particular, is an area in which gwaps have exceeded traditional crowdsourcing methods and
demonstrated great potential [15, 22], but are yet to rival the success seen in other domains.

One key prerequisite for the success of an online annotation platform or gwap is participant’smotivation. Surveys of
contributors to GalaxyZoo [23] or FoldIt [9] reveal the desire to make a scientific contribution as the primary motivation,
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but not many gwaps have been successful at motivating contributors this way. Engaging players in entertaining
activities has been the key motivation that gwaps attempt to achieve [27], but not many actually deployed gwaps for
nlp are truly entertaining. For example, our own Phrase Detectives [22] has been moderately successful, attracting tens
of thousands of players and managing to collect over five million annotations at half the estimated cost in comparison
with micro-task crowdsourcing approaches [22]. However, despite all the gamification components that do motivate
play, ultimately one of the core motivators was still financial incentives, in the form of small prizes for the players [5].

Thus, a number of more recent games, most notablyDuoLingo [28], have been using language learning as motivation
for their players.1 Phrase Detectives itself has been used in university-level language courses since 2011. There is to be
a natural synergy between the objectives of the developers of gwaps for nlp and the interests of language teachers and
language learners using language learning apps. Learners wanting to improve their knowledge of a language would
appear to be excellent targets for gwaps; and conversely, gwaps teaching grammar concepts to their players could be
good ways to practice grammar, provided they are sufficiently entertaining, teach the necessary concepts clearly, and
provide useful feedback. Learning has been said to be part of what makes a game fun [14]. Conversely, teaching the
players about grammatical concepts also promises to improve the quality of their future contributions. Leveraging
games’ natural ability (through tutorials etc.) to teach players in this way has been said to be one of the key benefits
provided by GWAPs over other crowdsourcing methods [24].

In this demo paper we present LingoTowns (demonstration video available 2), a new gwap platform for smartphones
that targets language learners but also addresses other limitations we have come to recognize in fifteen years of work
with Phrase Detectives.

First of all, LingoTowns integrates games for many aspects of language interpretation, unlike most nlp gwaps. From
an nlp perspective, gamifying the entire pipeline could improve the quality of the collected data. nlp annotations
typically require annotating multiple interdependent levels. For example, annotating coreference requires identification
of the mentions in a text, which in turn requires syntactic annotation or at least part-of-speech annotation, which in
turn requires identifying token boundaries. By including in the platform games for all these levels we can ensure that
the input to each game had been verified by the players of the previous game in the pipeline. From a language learning
perspective, such a platform would make it possible for grammar learners to learn and be evaluated about different
aspects of grammar. In LingoTowns, multiple gwaps, each with their own features and interface, designed specifically to
suit their respective annotation tasks, are all grouped under one platform. To our knowledge, only one platform of this
type has been attempted in nlp, WordRobe [26], whose design however substantially differs from that of LingoTowns,
as discussed below.

Our second key objective was to make the platform as entertaining and game-like as possible. We developed
distinct games for each nlp task, each meant to be a proper game as opposed to a gamified annotation activity. For
LingoTowns as a whole, we looked for an overarching game genre that would not break player immersion; this provides
a lot of freedom and flexibility for the designer of the mini-game. We settled on the virtual word [3] paradigm, which
provides the opportunity to inject a sense of exploration, fantasy and agency into the design of gwaps. We also used
procedural content generation to ensure the players would have access to infinite content.

1Although DuoLingo was originally conceived as a gwap to collect data for machine translation, that objective has now been abandoned and the focus is
now solely on developing a language learning app.
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3a0i1RkYv0
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One of the key reasons for the success of FoldIt, but also of Phrase Detectives, is its usability, which is crucial to
engagement as poor usability leads to poor flow. LingoTowns was the result of a thorough re-analysis and re-design of
our existing gwaps based on user input.

The third key objective of LingoTowns is to incorporates both progression and task assignment strategies. In
Phrase Detectives, all players that pass an initial test are then assumed to be able to carry out the same labelling tasks,
which preliminary tests suggested could be carried out with limited annotator disagreement. Our experience however
showed that the result was that some players were asked to express judgments that were too complex for them (e.g.,
marking plurals) whereas other, linguistically trained players, were not allowed to provide more complex judgments.
In LingoTowns knowledge tracing methods [8] are used to ensure that players are continuously assessed on their
understanding of the key linguistic concepts, and may eventually progress to more complex tasks.

Effective task assignment strategies are a very important element of human computation systems. However, these
strategies do not necessarily apply to gwaps. Besides accuracy, gwaps also target entertainment and the same progressive
experience used by games [19]. Previous work has explored using game based methods of assigning tasks to players
in joint pursuit of entertainment and accuracy through adaptation of Elo and Glicko2 to player-vs-task rather than
player-vs-player [7]. In this work, we centralise the progressive task-assignment between multiple tasks. This approach
provides the opportunity to explore methods of progression between games and annotation tasks that allows us to
strike a balance between delivering: an entertaining experience; an educational experience and an optimised strategy
for the final accuracy of the annotations.

2 BACKGROUND

Games with a Purpose (gwaps) seek to gather annotations as a byproduct of play [27], thereby motivating the player
with entertainment rather than a financial incentive. Originally, these games targeted image labelling tasks [29], but
this approach was soon applied to gathering nlp labels. One example is Phrase Detectives [22], that gathers labels for
coreference. Other examples include games targeting mention detection [18], semantic relations [15], part-of-speech
tagging [17] and many others.

To our knowledge, there have been three previous examples of virtual world-based gwap role-playing games.
High School Superhero, A 3D abusive language detection game [4]; Katana and Grand Guru: a Game of the Lost Words

[21]; and The Knowledge Towers [25]. However, these games are used directly to gather a single type of annotation,
rather than serve as a meta-game for multiple optionally independent annotation gwaps. In traditional game design, the
concept of wrapping a series of mini-games in a master game that supports progression between tasks is commonplace.
For example, the virtual world games Pokémon; Minecraft; Animal Crossing; Final Fantasy XV ; The Legend Of Zelda and
Red Dead Redemption 2 amongst others, all incorporate a fishing mini-game, whilst not being fishing orientated games.

There are is, to our knowledge, only one example of a multi-task gwap The LingoBoingo portal3 provides access to
a collection of nlp games in a single portal. However, the portal itself is not gamified. To our knowledge,Wordrobe is the
only example of a game addressing multiple truly distinct annotation tasks, cleverly wrapped with one game mechanic
[26]. However, this clever design is not without limitation. Wordrobe gives a continuous experience throughout the
game by presenting all annotation tasks as multiple choice questions. This interface lacks the interactivity required for
users to completely express their annotation choices. Instead, they must select one of several possibly correct options.

3https://lingoboingo.org/
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The application gamification in language learning is now a very popular approach. Examples include Memrise
4, with a focus on real-life language learning using video clips from native speakers, and Babbel 5, that features live
lessons and podcasts. Of these, Duolingo 6 is one of the inspirations for our approach. Originally sporting the tag line,
“Learn a language, translate the web”, Duolingo originally offered learning while gathering annotations.

This trade-off between reading and labelling is a focus in crowdsourcing, particularly in active learning settings
where the goal is tominimise the number of annotations required [20, 30]. The idea being, that reading and understanding,
like labelling, is time consuming and therefore costly, so it makes sense, in the interest of resource optimisation, having
familiarised an annotator with a document to have them continue to annotate that document or provide multiple types
of labels on the same document. In this work, we gamify this approach, by having a player provide multiple types of
annotation over the same document.

3 DESIGN

In this section we will describe the design of the LingoTowns game. Broadly speaking, LingoTowns is a web based,
infinite, procedurally generated isometric world. Each town is associated with a single document, and each building in
that town represents a single annotation activity/game.

3.1 Story

In LingoTowns, players find themselves in a future Earth in which humans have forgotten their rich history. Surviving
documents have been unearthed in towns across the world, but the evolution of human language means they are no
longer understood. The future civilisation transports the player forward in time, to help them decode the documents
and restart the towns.

3.2 Aesthetics

The experience is presented as an isometric view of a world, as in Figure 1. The world layout is coupled with the
task assignment. The player is motivated to complete tasks partly through the freedom is gives them to continue to
explore the world. As a consequence, the world is “infinite”, locations can be dynamically added in-line with the players
progression and the requirement for annotations.

The available space is split into levels. At any one time, a player may choose from one or more document/task sets,
selected for them by the task recommendation algorithm that are suitable for their assessed ability level. This provides
the player with an important sense of agency.

The levels are laid out in concentric circles on the map, from the “home position” at the very centre of the map,
moving outwards with increasing difficulty (Figure 3). The player’s view of future tasks is obscured by a cloud covering
(shown in Figure 1), that provides a horizon beyond which the player cannot see, until the system has selected a new
set of tasks for them. The system selects future tasks based on their previous behaviour. Having selected the next set of
available tasks, new towns (one for each document) are created in the next circle with a random radial placement, and
the cloud cover recedes to allow the player to visit them. Each town has buildings that represent the games available
to play in them. To give some additional distinction over the separation of towns, each town has a theme/biome (e.g.
Farmland, Woodland, Lakes, Desert).

4https://memrise.com
5https://babbel.com
6https://www.duolingo.com
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Fig. 1. The LingoTowns World Map

Fig. 2. Layout Generation (biomes: coloured regions; roads: lines; build-
ings: circles)

home

lvl. 1

lvl. 2
lvl. 𝑛

Fig. 3. Game World Layout

3.3 Generation

Each player sees a unique world tailored to their learning experience and progression that continues to evolve with
their play. To achieve this whilst meeting the aforementioned design, procedural generation is used.

Each time a new level of towns is unlocked, the towns are placed equidistant in a radial configuration. Each towns
buildings are then placed using Poisson Disc sampling [6]. This produces a random layout of points that fit in the
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town space while ensuring a sensible distance from each other. The town boundaries/biomes are created by a Voronoi
segmentation [2] with Manhattan distance taken from each town position. This gives the segmentation a less triangular
and more square appearance, that seems more natural with town shapes. Finally, the roads are plotted using an A*
search [11], to the edge of each town and then from the edge of town to each buildings. The search avoids obstructions
with a Chebyshev distance measure, to give square looking junctions/ring roads, and a Manhattan distance heuristic.
Perlin noise [10] is used to provide the locations of other features, such as trees and lakes. The exact type of decoration
(e.g. tree/lake/cactus) is dependent on the biome. This strategy is depicted in Figure 2, with a larger view of this layout
from a top down perspective, without any visual assets. Town names are provided by a character based recurrent neural
network trained on locations from ordinance survey data.

3.4 Motivation

LingoTowns option for a various number of games per town, allows for gamification elements to motivate players to
contribute to annotation tasks which do not lend themselves as easily to gamification. The application of motivational
game design mechanics in LingoTowns is, not solely to motivate annotation, which is the goal of the games it wraps,
but primarily to direct a player’s attention to provide a comprehensive annotation effort between tasks. We require that
players complete a certain amount of each game as minimum to permit them to continue to the next level. Every game
feeds back points into LingoTowns, with games that draw less attention delivering more points. In addition, special
extra rewards are offered for games that players play less to encourage further completion.

3.5 Player Interaction

The player can interact with the map by clicking and dragging, using a two finger drag on a track pad, or using a screen
touch and drag on a tablet or mobile device. When the preferred player location/town is no longer visible on screen,
a pointer is displayed at the nearest edge of the screen showing the available town’s location, level and completion
percentage (shown in Figure 1). Each town has a floating dialog box above it describing the town, document and players
completion so far. The player can click the buildings to visit the respective games for a town/document. Having played
a game, the player is then returned to the world map.

3.6 Progression

In LingoTowns the progression is centralised, with LingoTowns deciding which document the player will see in each
game. This arrangement allows us to address the cross-cutting interests of supporting learning between multiple tasks,
maintaining player high engagement and gathering the annotations that are most needed. To achieve this we explore
combining methods such as knowledge tracing with information theoretic methods derived from the aggregation.
This provides a picture of player skills, while keeping the player engaged with the appropriate task difficulty, and
ensuring a balance of placing the right player with the right task to optimise final annotation quality. For example, we
can teach a player about nouns in CafeClicker , before moving them onto noun-phrases and mentions in PhraseFarm,
and eventually coreference in LingoTorium. However, we can also incorporate more fine grained skills that look at the
particular linguistic phenomena that occur on a grammatical level in the documents to tailor a learning experience that
provides annotators with a combination of games and documents that delivers players an informative, yet sufficiently
challenging journey as they play.
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3.7 Towns and Games

LingoTowns is designed to support easy inclusion of third party games. These games can be played as part of LingoTowns,
or independently. Currently, there are three sub games, namely: CafeClicker , a game for labelling part of speech tags;
PhraseFarm, a game for labelling noun-phrases and Lingotorium, a game for labelling coreference. These games are an
evolution of previous WordClicker [17], TileAttack [18] and Wormingo [13] respectively. The developments in the new
games are the product of an in-depth user-study that focused on the player experience and user interaction. One of the
core design challenges identified in our study common to all games, was the barrier to understanding created by the
complexity of some of the tasks. In all games, special attention has been paid to the on-boarding process, with multiple
opportunities for the player to discover more about the task, comprehension tests and more interactive tutorials.

3.7.1 CafeClicker. CafeClicker 7 (shown in Figure 4) is a game for labelling part of speech tags, but could be expanded
upon more broadly for annotation of lexical categories in general. The focus of the games changes following the
user-study are largely related to clarity of feedback and cosmetic items. Game theme has changed slightly to better
support the metaphor in way that more easily reflects the player’s actions. Instead of subtle changes to a cake, the
player is now offered feedback based on a cake making machine.

Fig. 4. CafeClicker Fig. 5. PhraseFarm: Gameplay/Tutorial; Shop

3.7.2 PhraseFarm. PhraseFarm 8 is a game used for noun-phrase annotation, but may be applied to any segmentation
task. As players work through the sentences in the document, at the end of each sentence, we give detailed feedback on
the annotations they provided in comparison with the annotations that we currently hold to ensure they continue to
have a good understanding of the task as the complexity increases.

PhraseFarm now features an updated text segmentation interface that closely replicates the traditional cursor based
text selection interface that users are used to seeing in a text editor to give a more familiar experience (shown in Figure
5).

Taking inspiration from recent research [17], like CafeClicker , PhraseFarm now features mechanics borrowed from
the incremental game genre [1], such as the use of exponentially increasing points with an accompanying shop that
allows players reinvest their points in farm themed items (Figure 5).

7https://cafeclicker.com
8https://phrasefarm.org
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3.7.3 Lingotorium. Lingotorium 9 serves as the final node of the LingoTowns pipeline, providing the annotations for
coreference.

Lingotorium follows what we call the “motivation/annotation” paradigm [13], where players solve various word
game-like puzzles (Figure 6) and annotation tasks back-to-back. This method aims to (1) enhance text comprehension
as the puzzles require a certain level of understanding of the text in order to be solved (2) provide instant feedback
as the system always knows the answers to the word-puzzles whereas the answer to a novel coreference may not be
initially known (3) make the game more fun and engaging, especially players who enjoy word games.

Lingotorium gameplay is highly customisable on the motivational puzzles aspect. Players can adjust the difficulty,
frequency of puzzle types or even turn puzzles off completely. To manage annotation difficulty, the game features a
progression system [12] where players unlock more complicated tasks upon reaching a certain accuracy and number
of annotations on the prior less complicated tasks (currently from discourse-old, to non-referring labelling and to plural
antecedents tasks respectively [Figure 7])

Fig. 6. Lingotorium: Motivational word puzzles Fig. 7. Lingotorium: Plural antecedents and non-referring anno-
tation tasks

4 CONCLUSION

In this work we have discussed our approach to organising multiple GWAPs to form a cooperative effort to annotate
documents. LingoTowns serves as a base for exploring multiple concepts, including progression, motivation and
gamification between multiple tasks and documents. LingoTowns already has three games, but we hope to collaborate
with other GWAPs that require multi-task annotations or extend the existing natural language processing pipeline.
In further work we will discuss the results of our approach on annotation and player enjoyment, and introduce new
methods of progression and game-like motivation that build on the LingoTowns base. In the long term we hope to be
able to release multiply annotated corpora from LingoTowns for supervised learning and study.
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9https://lingotorium.com
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